Stakeholder Feedback to MGSTF Design
Component Prioritization

GT Power Group (Dave Pratzon & Tom Hyzinski)
Identify unit dispatch breakpoints

One of the places where the new unit model effort intersects with other PJM initiatives is in the
proposal at the EPFSTF to redesign the synchronized reserve market processes. PJM has
observed for some time that their calculation of available Tier 1 reserves is substantially in
excess of observed response during many synchronized reserve activation events. One reason for
this persistent difference could be limitations in GO ability to model unit operational features
within their segmented dispatch curves, such as 1 BFP/2 BFP limits, coal mill switch points or
augmented operating modes on CC plants.
To the extent that PJM-GO evaluations show that modeling limitations contribute significantly to
the observed difference in calculated versus delivered Tier 1 response, it would be worthwhile
for the MGSTF to consider whether minor, straightforward data items could be added to the
current model to identify unit dispatch breakpoints and improve PJM's estimate of available Tier
1 resources on a real time basis.

Dominion
Related to Design component #4 DA Modeling of Fuel Switching cost
Problem: Fuel switching (for duel fuel units) while possible with hourly offers, doesn’t allow
for all parameters to be changed. While you can change your actual offer curves, you can also
change the startups, no load, min runtime, and notification time. However, you cannot change
your max runtime or actual fuel type for the 99 price-based curve. Therefore, if you are
awarded on your 99 curve, there is no way to change fuel type without switching to cost.
In our example of 99 price-based curve on oil with max run of 4 hours. There is no way to
change specific hours to gas; the max run time cannot be switched to 16 hours. Even though the
price reflects gas the scheduled detailed page would still reflect oil (with max run time of 4
hours).
Below represents the parameters you are allowed to change in the current platform

Suggested change; be able to model fuel types per hour.
You can currently change your price offer to “reflect” two fuel types, but the details of the 99
curve will only be one fuel type. Therefore if you specify “Oil” as your fuel type, it has a max
run time of 4 hours. But in real-time, you find out you can run 10 hours of gas. You change the
offers down to reflect that gas, but PJM is limited to running the unit for 4 hours because you
couldn’t change the max run time.

Related to Design component #19 Modeling Fuel Market and Supply
limitations
Problem: Combined cycle units are very dependent on ambient temperature and relative
humidity. Therefore, the “base load” (full load without duct burners) value can vary greatly
throughout the day. The current system only allows 1 ramp rate to be entered for the entire day
by 10:30 the previous day. The ramp rate that takes it to “base load” could be off during most
hours of the day due to temperature and humidity swings.
Suggested change: Allow units to be able to change ramp rates hourly.
Example of ramp rate for one day for a combine cycle unit with ducts:

488-999 ramp rate is
locked down at 2.0
Example of how much the ECO MAX changes in one day for a combined cycle unit:
In this example 488 MWs is “base load” (full load without duct burners) but there is no category
in PJM’s hourly updates for this value, which is why you rely on the ramp rate to slow down
once you hit duct burners. Therefore, if your ramp rate shows a “base load” at 488 MWs for the
entire day, it will only be accurate for a few hours. Duct burner ~ 72 MWs (560 ECO MAX -72
= 488 MWs base load)

